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The Dreaming Vol. 2: Empty Shells
Even the Lord of Dreams is powerless against the storm of lost love. As with his
predecessor Morpheus, Lord Daniel will find love in the last place anyone could
have hoped for the realm of the mortals. And as with all romantic entanglements
between mortals and the Endless, things are destined to be doomed. Meanwhile, a
newly awakened mind in the Dreaming brings with it radical changes that may
undo reality itself! Collects The Dreaming #7-12.

Bettie Page
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai
and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.

Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal Author Quest
A New York Times bestseller From the author of the New York Times bestselling
Love & Gelato comes a heartwarming tale of a road trip through Ireland filled with
love, adventure, and the true meaning behind the word family. Addie is visiting
Ireland for her aunt’s over-the-top destination wedding and hoping she can stop
thinking about the one thing she did that left her miserable and heartbroken—and
threatens her future. But her brother, Ian, isn’t about to let her forget, and his
constant needling leads to arguments and even a fistfight between the two once
inseparable siblings. Miserable, Addie can’t wait to visit her friend in Italy and leave
her brother—and her problems—behind. So when Addie discovers an unusual
guidebook, Ireland for the Heartbroken, hidden in the dusty shelves of the hotel
library, she’s able to finally escape her anxious mind and Ian’s criticism. And then
their travel plans change. Suddenly Addie finds herself on a whirlwind tour of the
Emerald Isle, trapped in the world’s smallest vehicle with Ian and his admittedly
cute, Irish-accented friend Rowan. As the trio journeys over breathtaking green
hills, past countless castles, and through a number of fairy-tale forests, Addie
hopes her guidebook will heal not only her broken heart, but also her shattered
relationship with her brother. That is if they don’t get completely lost along the
way.
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The Break-Up Artist
Artist Beatrix Adams knows exactly how she's spending the summer before her
senior year. Determined to follow in Da Vinci's footsteps, she's ready to tackle the
one thing that will give her an advantage in a museum-sponsored scholarship
contest: drawing actual cadavers. But when she tries to sneak her way into the
hospital's Willed Body program and misses the last metro train home, she meets a
boy who turns her summer plans upside down. Jack is charming, wildly attractive . .
. and possibly one of San Francisco's most notorious graffiti artists. On midnight
buses and city rooftops, Beatrix begins to see who Jack really is-and tries to
uncover what he's hiding that leaves him so wounded. But will these secrets come
back to haunt him? Or will the skeletons in Beatrix's own family's closet tear them
apart?

Dolly
Perfect for fans of Sliding Doors, Kasie West's riveting novel Pivot Point follows a
girl with the power to see her potential futures. Addison Coleman's life is one big
"What if?" As a Searcher, a special type of clairvoyant, whenever Addie is faced
with a choice, she is able to look into the future and see both outcomes. So when
her parents tell her they are getting a divorce and she has to pick who she wants
to live with, a Search has never been more important. In one future Addie is living
with her mom in the life she's always known and is being pursued by the most
popular guy in school. In the other she is the new girl in school, where she falls for
a cute, quiet artist. Then Addie finds herself drawn into a murder investigation, and
her fate takes a darker turn. With so much to lose in either future, Addie must
decide which reality she's willing to live through . . . and who she's willing to live
without.

Killer Instinct
A teen starts hearing the same voices that drove her sister to commit suicide in
this “atmospheric, paranormal chiller (that) will appeal to fans of Stephen King”
(VOYA). The voices in her head are not her own Everyone thinks Sophie’s sister,
Nell, went crazy. After all, she heard strange voices that drove her to commit
suicide. But Sophie doesn’t believe that Nell would take her own life, and she’s
convinced that Nell’s doctor knows more than he’s letting on. As Sophie starts to
piece together Nell’s last days, every lead ends in a web of lies. And the deeper
Sophie digs, the more danger she’s in—because now she’s hearing the same
haunting whispers. Sophie’s starting to think she’s going crazy too. Or worse, that
maybe she’s not… “Heart-thumping.” —Kirkus Reviews “Satisfyingly disturbing.”
—BCCB “The perfect mix of horror and psychological thriller. Jaw-dropping.” —Shelf
Awareness

Center Ice
The more beautiful the lie, the more painful the truth I've finally got feisty Georgina
right where I want her. In my bed. In my swimming pool. Strapped into the kinky
swing hanging in my home gym. And through it all, Georgina's clearly becoming
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more and more physically addicted to me. A junkie in constant need of her next fix.
Exactly according to plan. But, to my shock, I'm beginning to think she's not the
only addict here. Any more than she's the only liar. In fact, as crazy as it sounds,
this fiery, relentless woman has been breaking down my walls. Burrowing
underneath my skin and slithering her way into my bloodstream. Indeed, when it
comes to the indomitable force of nature that is Georgina Ricci, the gorgeous
woman can have anything her heart desires Well, anything, that is, besides the
truth. BEAUTIFUL LIAR is the second book of the standalone REED RIVERS TRILOGY.
The full trilogy is BAD LIAR, BEAUTIFUL LIAR, and BELOVED LIAR, to be read in
order.

All Our Yesterdays
The remoter parts of the English Fens are forlorn, lost and damp even in the height
of summer. At Iyot Lock, a large decaying house, two young cousins, Leonora and
Edward, are parked for the summer with their ageing spinster aunt and her cruel
housekeeper. At first the unpleasantness and petty meannesses appear simply
spiteful, calculated to destroy Edward's equanimity. But when spoilt Leonora is not
given the birthday present of a specific dolly that she wants, affairs inexorably take
a much darker turn with terrifying, life-destroying consequences for everyone.

Nine Coaches Waiting
The sequel to The Truth About Poop presents an abundance of fascinating
information on pee throughout history, in the animal kingdom, and in science.

The F- It List
For fans of Sarah Dessen and John Green, this is a breathtaking debut about a
couple who fall in lovetwice. Before: Reena Montero has loved Sawyer LeGrande
for as long as she can remember. But he's never noticed that Reena even
existsuntil one day, impossibly, he does. Reena and Sawyer fall in messy,
complicated love. Then Sawyer disappears without a word, leaving a
devastated—and pregnant—Reena behind. After: Almost three years have passed,
and there's a new love in Reena's life: her daughter. Reena's gotten used to life
without Sawyer, but just as suddenly as he disappeared, he turns up again. Reena
wants nothing to do with him, though she'd be lying if she said his being back
wasn't stirring something in her. After everything that's happened, can Reena
really let herself love Sawyer LeGrande again?

Lon Po Po
A new adult novel from Entangled's Embrace imprint He's the last thing she
wantsbut the only thing she needs. Willa Peet isn't interested in love. She's been
there, done that, and has the shattered heart to prove it. Ready to shake the
breakup, she heads to Dublin, Ireland. But there's a problem. A dark-haired, blueeyed problem with a bad attitude that rivals her own. And he's not doling out
friendly Irish welcomes. Shane Claymore just wants to race. The death of his father
forced him off the Formula One circuit, but he's only staying in Dublin long enough
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to sell the Claymore Inn and get things in order for his mother and younger sister.
He never expected the sarcastic American girl staying at the inn to make him
question everything. But even as Willa and Shane's fiery natures draw them
together, their pasts threaten to rip them apart. Can Shane give up racing to be
with the woman he loves, or will Willa's quest to resurrect the tough-talking, noshit-taking girl she used to be destroy any hope of a future together?

Forget Tomorrow
Bettie Page--the most celebrated pin-up model ever--can seduce a whole new
audience in this paperback edition of the hardcover bestseller--the only Bettie Page
book authorized by and featuring a Foreword by Page herself. "Forget Marilyn
Monroe and Jayne Mansfield. Unlike her highly polished, peroxided rivals for 1950s
pin-up fame, Bettie Page had something else".--"New York Times". 500 photos,
many in color.

Love & Luck
In this thrilling and sexy follow-up to Sempre, two young lovers struggle to keep
their relationship intact after they become deeply enmeshed in the dangerous
mafia-run crime ring they once tried to overthrow. The electrifying sequel to
Sempre! This is a story about loyalty and love. It is a story about finding
redemption— even when all seems lost. Swearing allegiance to the Mafia in order
to save Haven Antonelli—the girl he loves—forces Carmine DeMarco to make the
ultimate sacrifice. Sent to Chicago to work for La Cosa Nostra, he refuses to place
Haven in harm’s way by taking her with him. She deserves a shot at a normal life.
But as he becomes more and more immersed in a world of terrible crimes, he
realizes that surviving without her may be more than he is able to bear. . . .
Stunned and hurt that Carmine has left her, Haven must now learn to make her
way in the world without him. Her heart aches with the loss, but for the first time,
she’s making her own choices and accomplishing dreams she never thought were
within her reach. The past, however, is not done with either her or Carmine. As
Haven discovers dark secrets about the family who enslaved her and her mother,
and why she matters so much in this web of lies, she realizes what terrible pain
may still lie in wait for her and the boy she loves. And what they must suffer to find
redemption. . . .

The Bargaining
Eight years ago, Addie Webster was the victim of the most notorious kidnapping of
the decade. Addie vanished—and her high-profile parents were forced to move on.
Mark Webster is now president of the United States, fighting to keep the oval office
after a tumultuous first term. Then the unthinkable happens: the president's
daughter resurfaces. Addie is brought back into her family's fold, but who is this
sixteen-year-old girl with a quiet, burning intelligence now living in the White
House? There are those in the president's political circle who find her timely return
suspicious. When a national security advisor approaches Darrow Fergusson,
Addie's childhood best friend and the son of the president's chief of staff, he
doesn't know what to think. How could the girl he's missed for all these years be a
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threat to national security? Still, at the risk of having his own secrets exposed,
Darrow agrees to spy on Addie. He soon realizes that his old friend is much more
than the traumatized victim of a sick political fringe group. Addie has come with a
missionbut will she choose to complete it?

Beautiful Liar
‘This series just went through the roof. Ms. Pryor has kept her Blackthorn series
dark, gritty and romantic, only now it’s also an action packed thriller. Big Little
Sister Blog ‘I think what is inside of you triggers the worst of me’ Sophia McKay has
always had a reckless streak, but falling for lycan leader, Jask Tao, gave her
something to live for. Now, cursed with a serryn bloodline, a darkness inside Phia is
awakening. A darkness she knows could prove deadly to those she loves most.
Approaching a blue moon, Jask Tao and his pack are living close to the edge, due
to a delay getting the herbs required to stop their morphing. Worse still, the
growing strength of Phia’s serryn powers are dangerously provoking the lycan in
Jask. At a time when Jask and Phia need each other more than ever, their very
passion has become a poison that puts both their lives at risk. With Sirius Throme,
leader of the Global Council, on the verge of invading Blackthorn – working
together is the only chance of survival. But Jask is holding on to a secret that could
just blow everything apart. And so is Phia. Will the truth destroy them all? A
thrilling, action-packed and sinfully seductive paranormal read – where passions in
Blackthorn ignite. The Blackthorn series reading order: 1.BLOOD SHADOWS
2.BLOOD ROSES 3.BLOOD TORN 4.BLOOD DEEP 5.BLOOD DARK 6. BLOOD
INSTINCT 7. BLOOD BOUND What readers are saying about Blood Instinct ‘Wow
wow wow, she has done it again! …If you haven't already read this series, and are
a fan of paranormal books, I have just one question for you. Why haven't you read
this series yet??!!… my all time favourite book series ever.’ Fiona’s Book Reviews
‘The highly anticipated sixth book in the Blackthorn series WILL HAVE YOUR MIND
RACING AND YOUR HEART IN YOUR THROAT!’ My Bookworm Blogger ‘I'm still kind
of reeling from shock … jaw-dropping!’ Just Talking About Books ‘The previous
books had readers swimming in Lindsay J. Pryor’s world, this time Blackthorn
completely submerges you. Where her last book had my heart pounding and made
me all sweaty, Blood Instinct is brain scrambling and gut wrenching. A week later,
I’m still looking for the factory reset button. Big Little Sister Blog ‘Quite frankly,
open up a Lindsay J Pryor book, and you’re opening up a three-dimensional feast
for the senses and if you’re going to step into that world, well, you’d better be
prepared to start running because the action in Blackthorn never stops … if you
want an intoxicating read that will leave you breathless and reeling for days
afterwards, then Blood Instinct is the book for you.’ Lindsey Clarke ‘If you enjoy
dark paranormal tales, then the world of Blackthorn is where you’ll want to visit
with the latest novel in this series, Blood Instinct. I don’t think I could recommend
this story or this series highly enough. Once you’ve stepped into Blackthorn you’re
hooked for life.’ What readers are saying about Lindsay J. Pryor ‘I am completely
enthralled with this paranormal series. You get so wrapped up in the story and
characters that you lose track of time… This is one of my favorite series so far this
year!’ Paranormal Book Club ‘I don’t think I have read such a finely executed dark
PNR world before … The world-building is spectacular. The characters are
enthralling and addicting… Plain fabulousness.’ Gaga Over Books
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The Devil You Know
“For all of us who grew up loving Dungeons & Dragons and Tolkien, Monster Goose
is an excellent way to introduce our little ones to the world of fantasy!”—Drew
Daywalt, bestselling author of The Day the Crayons Quit “Monstrously clever—I’d
rather Mary had a hippogriff than a ‘little lamb’ any day!” —Molly Idle, awardwinning illustrator of Flora and the Flamingo “The charm and wit of the poems in
this book is matched only by Abigail’s beautiful and timeless illustrations.”—Brian
Kessinger, story artist for Walt Disney animation studios “Young readers will ‘goblin
up’ these wickedly humorous re-told favorites.” —Edith Hope Fine, author of
Sleepytime Me

How to Love
Amateur ghost-hunter Trey Newton can't find a single spook, but it's not because
his homemade ecto-meter doesn't work. Someone has kidnapped all the ghosts in
town, including his Grandma! Suddenly, Trey's goofy plan to get on TV and meet
his hero--famous ghost-hunter Rex Rangler--turns into a race to save his beloved
Grandma's spirit. Written by debut middle-grade author John Bladek, Lost in
Ghostville is funny, fast-paced novel filled with humor, adventure and, of course,
spirit!

Blood Instinct
More than 30 years after Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal first appeared on screens,
the Jim Henson Company hosted an author quest to find the new author of The
Dark Crystal prequel fiction. The competition spanned three months and nearly
500 entries, the top five of which are presented in this e-book only special.
Through the eyes of Gelfling and telling tales of Skesis, these 5 stories are a taste
of what is to come in the world of Thra.

My Bestie's Ex
Ideally spooky Halloween reading A chilling ghost story by the author of The
Woman in Black. One murky November evening after a satisfying meal in their
Fleet Street lodgings, a conversation between four medical students takes a
curious turn and Hugh is initiated into a dark secret. In the cellar of their narrow
lodgings in Printer's Devil Court and a little used mortuary in a subterranean annex
of the hospital, they have begun to interfere with death itself, in shadowy
experiments beyond the realms of medical ethics. They call on Hugh to witness an
event both extraordinary and terrifying. Years later, Hugh has occasion to return to
his student digs and the familiar surroundings resurrect peculiar and unpleasant
memories of these unnatural events, the true horror of which only slowly becomes
apparent.

Sempre: Redemption
Dante has a shiny new cuff wrapped around his ankle, and he doesn't like that
mess one bit. His new accessory comes straight from Big Guy himself and marks
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the former demon as a liberator. Despite his gritty past and bad boy ways, Dante
Walker has been granted a second chance. When Dante is given his first mission as
a liberator to save the soul of seventeen-year-old Aspen, he knows he's got this.
But Aspen reminds him of the rebellious life he used to live and is making it
difficult to resist sinful temptations. Though Dante is committed to living clean for
his girlfriend Charlie, this dude's been a playboy for far too longand old demons die
hard. With Charlie becoming the girl she was never able to be pre-makeover and
Aspen showing him how delicious it feels to embrace his inner beast, Dante will
have to go somewhere he never thought he'd return to in order to accomplish the
impossible: save the girl he's been assigned to, and keep the girl he loves. The
Dante Walker series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 The Collector
Book #2 The Liberator Book #3 The Warrior

Pivot Point
A brilliantly brain-warping thriller and a love story that leaps back and forth in time
– All Our Yesterdays is an amazing first novel, perfect for fans of The Hunger
Games. Em is locked in a bare, cold cell with no comforts. Finn is in the cell next
door. The Doctor is keeping them there until they tell him what he wants to know.
Trouble is, what he wants to know hasn't happened yet. Em and Finn have a
shared past, but no future unless they can find a way out. The present is torture –
being kept apart, overhearing each other's anguish as the Doctor relentlessly
seeks answers. There's no way back from here, to what they used to be, the world
they used to know. Then Em finds a note in her cell which changes everything. It's
from her future self and contains some simple but very clear instructions. Em must
travel back in time to avert a tragedy that's about to unfold. Worse, she has to
pursue and kill the boy she loves to change the future . . .

Through the White Wood
An arresting un-coming-of-age story, from a breathtaking talent Becca has always
longed to break free from her small, backwater hometown. But the discovery of an
unidentified dead girl on the side of a dirt road sends the town--and Becca--into a
tailspin. Unable to make sense of the violence of the outside world creeping into
her backyard, Becca finds herself retreating inward, paralyzed from moving
forward for the first time in her life. Short chapters detailing the last days of Amelia
Anne Richardson's life are intercut with Becca's own summer as the parallel stories
of two young women struggling with self-identity and relationships on the edge
twist the reader closer and closer to the truth about Amelia's death.

The Rules for Disappearing
Three sisters staying home alone are endangered by a hungry wolf disguised as
their grandmother.

Unfixable
This romantic story of hope, chance, and change from the author of The Statistical
Probability of Love at First Sight is one JENNY HAN says is filled with all of her
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"favorite things," MORGAN MATSON calls “something wonderful” and STEPHANIE
PERKINS says “is rich with the intensity of real love.” Alice has never believed in
luck, but that doesn’t stop her from rooting for love. After pining for her best friend
Teddy for years, she jokingly gifts him a lottery ticket—attached to a note
professing her love—on his birthday. Then, the unthinkable happens: he actually
wins. At first, it seems like the luckiest thing on earth. But as Teddy gets swept up
by his $140 million windfall and fame and fortune come between them, Alice is
forced to consider whether her stroke of good fortune might have been anything
but. She bought a winning lottery ticket. He collected the cash. Will they realize
that true love’s the real prize? Featured in Seventeen Magazine's "What's Hot Now"
“Windfall is about all of my favorite things—a girl’s first big love, her first big loss,
and—her first big luck.” —JENNY HAN, New York Times bestselling author of To All
the Boys I’ve Loved Before “Windfall is perfectly named; reading it, I felt like I had
suddenly found something wonderful.” —MORGAN MATSON, New York Times
bestselling author of The Unexpected Everything “Windfall is rich with the intensity
of real love— in all its heartache and hope.” —STEPHANIE PERKINS, New York
Times bestselling author of Isla and the Happily Ever After "If you’re looking for
your next great read, then you’re in 'luck!'" —Justine Magazine

Cinder
A teen girl version of Dexter meets the high stakes danger and mystery of The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo in this “unique, beautifully twisted, and rich” (#1 New York
Times bestselling author, Jennifer L. Armentrout) debut. Lane is a typical teenager.
Loving family. Good grades. After-school job at the local animal hospital. Martial
arts enthusiast. But her secret obsession is studying serial killers. She understands
them, knows what makes them tick. Why? Because she might be one herself. Lane
channels her dark impulses by hunting criminals and delivering justice when the
law fails. The vigilantism stops shy of murder, but with each visceral rush, the line
of self-control blurs. And when a young preschool teacher goes missing—and
returns in pieces—Lane gets a little too excited about tracking down “the
Decapitator,” the vicious serial murderer who has come to her hometown. As she
gets dangerously caught up in a web of lies about her own past, Lane realizes she
is no longer invisible or safe. Especially after the Decapitator contacts her directly.
Now she needs to use her unique talents to find the true killer’s identity before
she—or someone she loves—becomes the next victim…

Flapper
I can’t borrow him. He’s not a sweater or a skirt. He’s not even her favorite
dress—the lucky one she wears on first dates. The one she probably wore on her
first date with him. In my defense, I didn’t know who he was. To me, he was a cool,
calm, confident stranger. He was perfection for the entire hour and a half train ride
while the concrete jungle turned into a rolling green landscape. To an outsider, we
probably appeared more friends than hopeful lovers. But my blush came quickly,
and his dimples indented with every smile. We definitely shared a spark of what
could be. Too bad I didn’t know who he was before I fell for him, because he can’t
be mine. ** If you received the incorrect book (Wild Steamy Hook-up) we
apologize. This book should have only been on sale for PRE-ORDER ONLY since it
doesn't release until 2.18.20. Googleplay has informed us you will receive the
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CORRECT book at the time of publication. We're so very sorry for the
inconvenience.

Gee Whiz! It's All about Pee
Blithely flinging aside the Victorian manners that kept her disapproving mother
corseted, the New Woman of the 1920s puffed cigarettes, snuck gin, hiked her
hemlines, danced the Charleston, and necked in roadsters. More important, she
earned her own keep, controlled her own destiny, and secured liberties that
modern women take for granted. Her newfound freedom heralded a radical change
in American culture. Whisking us from the Alabama country club where Zelda
Sayre first caught the eye of F. Scott Fitzgerald to Muncie, Indiana, where would-be
flappers begged their mothers for silk stockings, to the Manhattan speakeasies
where patrons partied till daybreak, historian Joshua Zeitz brings the era to
exhilarating life. This is the story of America’s first sexual revolution, its first
merchants of cool, its first celebrities, and its most sparkling advertisement for the
right to pursue happiness. The men and women who made the flapper were a
diverse lot. There was Coco Chanel, the French orphan who redefined the feminine
form and silhouette, helping to free women from the torturous corsets and
crinolines that had served as tools of social control. Three thousand miles away,
Lois Long, the daughter of a Connecticut clergyman, christened herself “Lipstick”
and gave New Yorker readers a thrilling entrée into Manhattan’s extravagant Jazz
Age nightlife. In California, where orange groves gave way to studio lots and
fairytale mansions, three of America’s first celebrities—Clara Bow, Colleen Moore,
and Louise Brooks, Hollywood’s great flapper triumvirate—fired the imaginations of
millions of filmgoers. Dallas-born fashion artist Gordon Conway and Utah-born
cartoonist John Held crafted magazine covers that captured the electricity of the
social revolution sweeping the United States. Bruce Barton and Edward Bernays,
pioneers of advertising and public relations, taught big business how to harness
the dreams and anxieties of a newly industrial America—and a nation of
consumers was born. Towering above all were Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald, whose
swift ascent and spectacular fall embodied the glamour and excess of the era that
would come to an abrupt end on Black Tuesday, when the stock market collapsed
and rendered the age of abundance and frivolity instantly obsolete. With its heady
cocktail of storytelling and big ideas, Flapper is a dazzling look at the women who
launched the first truly modern decade. From the Hardcover edition.

The Liberator
She's been six different people in six different places: Madeline in Ohio, Isabelle in
Missouri, Olivia in Kentucky . . . But now that she's been transplanted to rural
Louisiana, she has decided that this fake identity will be her last. Witness
Protection has taken nearly everything from her. But for now, they've given her a
new name, Megan Rose Jones, and a horrible hair color. For the past eight months,
Meg has begged her father to answer one question: What on earth did he do—or
see—that landed them in this god-awful mess? Meg has just about had it with all of
the Suits' rules—and her dad's silence. If he won't help, it's time she got some
answers for herself. But Meg isn't counting on Ethan Landry, an adorable Louisiana
farm boy who's too smart for his own good. He knows Meg is hiding something big.
And it just might get both of them killed. As they embark on a perilous journey to
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free her family once and for all, Meg discovers that there's only one rule that really
matters—survival.

Printer's Devil Court
Alex and Becca have always been best friends. But when Becca does something
nearly unforgivable at Alex's dad's funeral, Alex cuts ties with her and focuses on
her grieving family. Time passes, and Alex finally decides to forgive Becca. Then
she's hit with another shocker: Becca has cancer. It also turns out Becca has a
bucket list, one she doesn't know she'll be able to finish now. That's where Alex
comes in, along with a mysterious and guarded boy who just may help Alex check
a few items off her own bucket list. Julie Halpern writes about illness, loss, love,
and friendship with candor and compassion. Here is an unforgettable book about
living fully, living authentically, and just . . . living.

The Murmurings
Seeing the damage done to her peers and sister in the name of romantic love,
Becca starts a business to trick couples into breaking up and accepts an
anonymous offer to separate her school's most popular couple, a star football
player and her own former best friend.

The Anatomical Shape of a Heart
There’s more to me than just being awk-weird. I own my own flower shop, have
some great friends, and I have my eye on adopting the most adorable kitten. But
sadly, hot guys don’t tend to be blown away by my trivia-spouting, dorky self. So
when a Thor-lookalike who happens to be a professional hockey player hits on me
at my bestie’s wedding rehearsal party You better believe I climbed that tree like a
cat. And the fact that it happened not once, not twice, but three times? Yeah,
that’s pretty much a once-in-a-lifetime experience for a woman like me. There’s
zero chance I’ll end up ever seeing him againright? Until the pregnancy test comes
up positive. What happens next? Oh my God, I wish I knew Each book in the Ice
Knights series is STANDALONE: * Parental Guidance * Awk-Weird

Windfall
Dark Tales: Beauty and the Beast
Charmed in spite of herself, English governess Linda Martin is baffled by the
increasingly strange behavior of the de Valmys.

Awk-Weird
The Bear and the Nightingale meets Frostblood in this lushly romantic and
intensely imaginative historical fantasy from the author of Beyond a Darkened
Shore! When Katya loses control of her power to freeze, her villagers banish her to
the palace of the terrifying Prince Sasha in Kiev. Expecting punishment, she is
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surprised to find instead that Sasha is just like her—with the ability to summon fire.
Sasha offers Katya friendship and the chance to embrace her power rather than
fear it. But outside the walls of Kiev, Sasha’s enemies are organizing an army of
people bent on taking over the entire world. Together, Katya’s and Sasha’s powers
are a fearsome weapon. But as their enemies draw nearer, will fire and frost be
enough to save the world? Or will Katya and Sasha lose everything they hold dear?

Zero Day
The Shining meets The Conjuring in this scary and suspenseful novel “akin to old
Stephen King novels” (School Library Journal). The fact that neither of her parents
wants to deal with her is nothing new to Penny. She’s used to being discussed like
a problem, a problem her mother has finally passed on to her father. What she
hasn’t gotten used to is her stepmother…especially when she finds out that she’ll
have to spend the summer with April in the remote woods of Washington to restore
a broken-down old house. Set deep in a dense forest, the old Carver House is filled
with abandoned antique furniture, rich architectural details, and its own chilling
past. The only respite Penny can find away from April’s renovations is in Miller, the
young guy who runs the local general store. He’s her only chance at a normal and
enjoyable summer. But Miller has his own connection to the Carver house, and it’s
one that goes beyond the mysterious tapping Penny hears at her window, the
handprints she finds smudging the glass panes, and the visions of children who
beckon Penny to follow them into the dark woods. Miller’s past just might threaten
to become the terror of Penny’s future…

Monster Goose Nursery Rhymes
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. This modern retelling of the classic fairy tale
of Beauty and the Beast is told here in a graphic novel format. More than 100
pages of illustrated action, adventure, and love teach a lesson to look beyond the
surface and learn to love what’s underneath. A merchant takes shelter in a castle
during a thunderstorm, and ends up striking a bargain with its beastly master. His
youngest daughter, Beauty, returns to the castle to live in exchange for a
restoration of the family’s previous wealth. Beauty befriends Beast, but longs to
see her family again. He allows her to visit her former home, but when she doesn’t
return at the designated time, consequences ensue.

Amelia Anne is Dead and Gone
Now a New York Times bestseller! Imagine a world where your destiny has already
been decidedby your future self. It's Callie's seventeenth birthday and, like
everyone else, she's eagerly awaiting her vision—a memory sent back in time to
sculpt each citizen into the person they're meant to be. A world-class swimmer. A
renowned scientist. Or in Callie's case, a criminal. In her vision, she sees herself
murdering her gifted younger sister. Before she can process what it means, Callie
is arrested and placed in prison. The only person who can help is her childhood
crush, Logan, a boy she hasn't spoken to in five years. Logan breaks her free, but
can she trust him? He’s almost the same boy she remembers, but now he’s a
whole lot hotter. And he’s got his own past to deal with. Callie’s falling for him,
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fast, but she soon learns he has secrets of his own. Secrets that mean they can
never be together. Now, Callie's on the run not only from the government, but also
from her fate. If she wants any hope of a future with Logan, she must first find a
way to protect her sister from the biggest threat of all—herself. This book is
enhanced with exclusive content—two original songs inspired by the
novel—resulting in a large file that may take longer to download than expected.
The Forget Tomorrow series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Before
Tomorrow (Prequel) Book #1 Forget Tomorrow Book #2 Remember Yesterday
Book #3 Seize Today

Lost in Ghostville
Karen Webber is in small-town hell. After her mother’s death, she moved to
Corrigan Falls to live with strangers—her dad and his perfect, shiny new
family—and there doesn’t seem to be room for a city girl with a chip on her
shoulder. The only person who makes her feel like a real human being is Tyler
MacDonald. But Karen isn’t interested in starting something with a player. And
that’s all she keeps hearing about Tyler. Corrigan Falls is a hockey town, and
Tyler’s the star player. But the viselike pressure from his father and his agent are
sending him dangerously close to the edge. All people see is hockey—except
Karen. Now they’ve managed to find something in each other that they both
desperately need. And for the first time, Tyler is playing for keeps The hometown
hockey hero won’t know what hit him Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush book
contains adult language, underage drinking, sexual situations, and crazy squirrels.
It may cause you to become a fan of hockey—or at least hot hockey players Each
book in the Corrigan Falls Raiders series is a standalone, full-length story that can
be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Center Ice Book #2 Playing
Defense Book #3 Winging It Book #4 Breakaway

So Shelly
Exhausted and rebellious after three years of working for her father and mothering
her brother, eighteen-year-old Arcadia "Cadie" Wells joins two cousins who are
camping their way through Florida, soon learning that one is a murderer.

Winterbay Abbey: A Ghost Story
When their friend Shelly drowns in a sailing accident, John Keats and Gordon Byron
decide to steal Shelly's ashes and, in a romantic gesture, return them to the small
Lake Erie island where her body washed up.
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